Conventional versus endoscopic free gracilis muscle harvest.
Compared with conventional techniques, the endoscopically assisted harvest of free tissue has advantages such as minimal interference with cosmesis and reduced donor-site morbidity. However, the procedure also requires training and has an extensive learning period. In this series of 22 patients, the initial gracilis muscle flaps were harvested using a conventional method; the subsequent flaps were harvested with the aid of endoscopic instrumentation. Endoscopically assisted gracilis muscle harvest in 16 patients was compared with open method harvest in six patients. The endoscopically assisted group had an average incision length of 6.5 cm; that of the conventional group was 15.5 cm. There was one reexploration in the endoscopically assisted group, but all flaps were transferred successfully. Using this minimally invasive technique of vascular and muscular dissection, assisted by endoscopic instruments designed for distal muscle dissection and transection, the gracilis muscles can be harvested within 40 minutes. We consider endoscopically assisted harvest of free gracilis muscle to be safe, relatively simple, and cost-effective.